We show how the Fibonacci's identity is used to obtain Euler bricks. Also, we put forward the relation between Fibonacci's identity and Euler's formula, (X = n
A rectangular parallelepiped for which all elements (sides and diagonals) are integers, except for one element, is called an Euler brick. A perfect cuboid is, by definition, a rectangular parallelepiped whose elements are all integers. A brick is a rectangular parallelepiped with at least two noninteger elements. A Pythagorean triples (a, b, c) is called simplest if g. c. d. (a, b, c) = 1; the corresponding triangle is also called simplest. 444 The rule to obtain Euler bricks will be conventionally called the multiplication of Pythagorean triangles.
The book by Davenport [1] (page 116 of the Russian translation) contains the following form of Fibonacci's identity
2 + e 2 = f 2 ae + db, ae − db, ad + be, ad − be, (a 2 + b 2 )(d 2 + e 2 ) = (ae + db) 2 + (ad − be) 2 = = (ae − db) 2 + (ad + be)
this identity is valid, in particular, for legs a, b, d, e of right Pythagorean triangles, a 2 + b 2 = c 2 , d 2 + e 2 = f 2 . Assume that the greatest common divisor of Pythagorean triples (a, b, c) and (e, d, f ) is 1.
Let a, d be even numbers. Assume that c, f can be written as a single sum of two. These assumptions are not essentials and are used to keep the resulting makes the analysis significantly simpler.
In principle, this is the modification of the Fibonacci identity in geometric interpretation (note that it can also be extended to a larger number of terms; i.e., to multiply an arbitrary number of Pythagorean triangles). Let us multiply the second and third triangles.
What can we derive from this construction (here we multiply two triangles): 1. Firstly, we obtain two pairs of new Pythagorean triangles:
In these pairs, the triangles (f a)
The principle upon which they are formed is unknown, and so one has invoke simple enumeration.
Note that the triangles
are known to be simplest (see [4] ). If we assume that cf is a spatial diagonal of a Euler brick, then combining these triangles in pairs or triples we may obtain the set of Euler bricks, most of which would contain several noninteger elements. For a while, we shall be concerned with bricks having one or two nonzero elements. Also, triangles will be taken in pairs, because using a pair of triangle with the same diagonal it already possible to create a Euler brick, in which 5 elements are known, and 2 remaining ones can be determined.
2. Secondly, this construction yields four more Euler bricks with noninteger spatial diagonal. In other words, we find four triples of numbers that determine four Euler bricks with noninteger spatial diagonal. The general rule is as follows: we need to examine 4 triples (ae), (db), (ad), (ae), (db), (be), (ad), (be), (ae), (ad), (be), (db). These triples will have one noninteger element (the spatial diagonal), provided that the square root of the numbers (ae)
2 is an integer number. If the square root of the number (ae) 2 + (db) 2 is integer, then we obtain the following triples: (ae), (db), (ad) and (ae), (db), (be). Otherwise, we need to examine the numbers (ad), (be), (ae) and (ad), (be), (db). Since the Fibonacci identity follows from the law of multiplication of conjugate complex numbers, the above rule can be derived from the representation of a complex number as a real matrix of the form x y −y x with usual matrix addition and multiplication. Thus, by multiplying two Pythagorean triangles (whose hypotenuses can be uniquely expressed as the sum of two squares), we obtain a set of Euler bricks with integer spatial diagonal and 4 bricks with noninteger spatial diagonal. In the present note, we shall ne concerned not with all resulting bricks, but rather with those that have one noninteger element.
We note at once that multiplication of triangles not always produces all integers (of course, with the exception of the spatial (lateral) diagonal or side), but it always results in Euler bricks (however, no proof of this fact is available). The search of triangles that produce integer solutions (of course, except for one element) is a separate problem, which was solved in partial already by Euler. This matter will be address below, but now let us consider a classical example of a brick with integer spatial diagonal to explain the crux of the matter.
Consider a triple of numbers that generates a Euler brick with integer spatial diagonal: 104, 153, 672, the spatial diagonal is as follows: 697 = 17 × 41. Multiplying the triangles Consider the first two pairs (the remaining two pairs are devoid of interest, because they have more than two noninteger elements). For these pairs, we know five elements of Euler bricks; it remains to find the two missing ones:
Thus, we have obtained two Euler bricks, of which one has noninteger lateral diagonal, and the other, a noninteger side and noninteger lateral diagonal. For the first brick we have: 104, 672, 153 (the sides), 680, 185, (689, 1) (the lateral diagonals), and 697 (the spatial diagonal).
The second brick (2 noninteger elements) has two sides (413, 1), 328, 455, the lateral diagonals 528, 615, (561, 1), and the spatial diagonal 697.
The same construction is also capable of producing 4 more bricks with noninteger spatial diagonals. Their sides are (72, 600, 320), (72, 600, 135), (320, 135, 72), (320, 135, 600). In this particular example these bricks also have two or more noninteger elements (the spatial diagonal and the lateral diagonal), but this is not relevant, because the following example may be used to illustrate how all the bricks with noninteger spatial diagonal may be obtained.
Consider a classical example of a brick with noninteger spatial diagonal (here we shall be concerned only with bricks with one noninteger element). Multiplying pairwisely the three last equations, we obtain the following triples: 5544, 1120, 3840 (cancelling by 8), 693, 140, 480, and 5544, 1120, 1617, of which the first triple is obtained from the first two equations.
Multiplying the second and third equations, we have the triples: 693, 480, 140 and 480, 693, 2376, which after cancelling by 3, gives 792, 231, 160.
Multiplying the firth and third equations we have: 4620 15840, 3200 or (after cancelling by 20), 231, 792, 160, and 4620, 15840, 22869.
Having the notable Euler's formula at our disposal (see, e.g., [2] ), it is an easy matter to find the triples with noninteger spatial diagonal (for example,
). For n = 2, the problem was already solved above.
For n = 3 this gives even numbers; after cancelling, we arrive at n = 2, while for n = 4 we obtain 495, 4888, 8160. Using these numbers, we find the triangles: From the first pair of equations we obtain: the sides (448, 264, 975), the lateral diagonals 1073, 520, (1010, 1), and, of course, the spatial diagonal 1105.
From the second pair we obtain: the sides 520, 576, (786, 7), the lateral diagonals 943, 776, 975, and the spatial diagonal 1105.
Consequently, it may be conjectured that the cases when bricks have a noninteger lateral diagonal or one noninteger side may be combined into one case. Then there are only two different cases in the brick problem:
1. Noninteger spatial diagonal.
Integer spatial diagonal.
Keeping all the assumptions for the moment, the logic of the proof of existence or nonexistence of a brick amounts to showing that it is impossible to obtain an integer spatial diagonal in the first case or and that a side or a lateral diagonal will prove to be noninteger.
This immediately suggests the following questions: 1. Is the present construction capable of describing all the Euler bricks? 2. How to prove or disprove this. 3. We multiply arbitrary Pythagorean triangles may be this is the desired proof that all the triangles are described?
4. Multiplication of three and more triangles produces four or more simplest Pythagorean triangles how to prove that they are not elements of one brick?
Assume we are given the system of equations describing the perfect cuboid:
where (m, n, k) are legs of the cuboid, (p, q, z) are lateral diagonals, (g) is the spatial diagonal, m, n are even and k is odd (see [5] ). For any right parallelepiped the following condition is satisfied:
Let x 1 y 1 be two numbers generating the equation
, and let x 2 y 2 be two numbers generating the equation
). Pythagorean triples can be found from the formulas: (2xy, x 2 − y 2 , x 2 + y 2 ), where x and y are integers. Now the equation m 2 +n 2 +k 2 = g 2 can be rewritten as follows. We have 2x 1 y 1 = 2x 2 y 2 and hence
Expanding, we obtain the following equation [5] : We have 4x 
Recalling the Fibonacci identity
and assuming that
then the expression
is also the Fibonacci identity. Hence, we may put forward the above scheme of obtaining Euler bricks; that is:
Since we assume that ae, db, ad, be are legs of Pythagorean triangles (which form two Euler bricks, though with noninteger spatial diagonal), hence the expressions (ae)
Consequently, it follows that the equations x For the case involving an integer spatial diagonal, the following conditions must be satisfied:
(ae + db) 2 + (ad − be) 2 = (ae − db) 2 + (ad + be) 2 = (cf ) 2 , because ae = x , and so we arrive at equation (4 After completing this note, I found in Sierpinski's book [4] (pages 90-91 of the Russian translation) the description the method of multiplication of Pythagorean triangles, which was put forward Ch. L. Schedd [3] in 1949. Of course, I cannot prove that the idea was not borrowed by me, but I hope that the reader, after having read the book, will know what it is all about. Nevertheless, Ch. L. Schedd may be regarded as the founder of this method.
